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Parents of slain student sue
UNF: allege failure to protect
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The parents of a UNF student
who was shot to death in Decem
ber 1989 by another student in a
campus classroom have filed a
lawsuit against UNF and four
university officials.
The suit, which was filed
April 24, alleges that the univer
sity and President Adam
Herbert, Thomas Healy, then
interim vice president, Otis
Holloway Owens, dean for Aca
demic Support Services and
Doug Covey, dean of student
life, failed to protect David
Coleman, 25, from Margaret
Haywood and ignored his pleas
for protection from Haywood's
threats and harassment.
In addition, the lawsuit
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Cha-Ching!!!
The largest graduation ever marks the end of finals, term papers, projects, allnighters, stress over GPA's, fee statments, parking fees, loan applications, books,
and scholarships. The commencement ceremony took place at the Veterans Memorial
Coliseum May 1.

charges that UNF and Herbert claim failed to state a cause of
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adequate policy regarding stu by the statute of limitations, and
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was filed by Jacksonville attor
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gan as early
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The memo indicated
are suing for damages in excess
of $10,000 and are requesting a Haywood was restricted from
the university, required she leave
jury trial.
However, the Florida Attor her on-campus apartment, and
ney General's office has filed a told her to register with the uni
motion to dismiss the lawsuit versity police whenever she had
to come to campus.
against UNF and its officials.
Just before she was sus
The motion, filed May 15, cites
a state statute granting sover pended, Haywood sought a reeign immunity, which precludes strainingorderagainstColeman
government officials and insti after a fight in the UNF library.
tutions from being sued without After hearing both sides, a judge
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should be dismissed.
It goes on to state that to avoid threatening, assaulting
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plied with requirements of the way.
Wrongful Death Act, that their
See Lawsuit page 2

“El Sid” receives invitation to 1992 Olympic baseball tryouts
By Phil Dignan

Ron Fraser, head coach of the 1992
USA Olympic Baseball Team, formally
invited Sid Roberson to the 1992 USA
Baseball Team Trials in Millington,
Tenn. Tryouts begin June 8 and end
June 14 following a series with
Venezuela's national team.
Fraser announced the 40-man roster
on May 5, which includes 30 NCAA
Division I players, 10 from Divisions II
and III, the NAIA and two-year col
leges. Although made official on May 5,
Fraser informally extended a bid to
Roberson after his 3-hit performance
against Fraser's Miami Hurricanes on
April 15.
"After the game, Coach Fraser came
out and asked about my Pan-American
team tryout last year. Afterward, he
offered me a tryout for the Olympic
team," stated Roberson. "Coach Fraser
said he wants me because I'd be effec
tive against the Cubans due to my ag
gressive nature."
Roberson will compete for a spot on
the mound with 16 other pitchers,
among them Marc Valdes of Florida
and Tim Davis of Florida State. Alex
Hernandez of St. Thomas gives the

NAIA District 25-F two representatives
on this year's invitation list. Roberson is
among seven lefthanders that will at
tempt to earn a trip to Barcelona, Spain.
Last year, Roberson received an in
vitation to try out for the 1991 Pan
American team upon the recommenda
tion of Fraser. Roberson explained that
having the opportunity to try out last
year provided him with an advantage.
"I think that one of the main differ
ences between now and then was ev
erything was new last year. I am not a
fastball pitcher, and last year I was try
ing to overpower my pi tches. The break
ing ball is my pitch and I will focus on
what I throw. I've been cut once before.
I want it this time."
Roberson also mentioned that Fraser
wants a breaking ball specialist to con
tend with the powerful Cuban hitters.
"The harder you throw at the Cubans,
the farther they usually hit," added
Roberson.
While confident of his chances,
Roberson's biggest challenge comes
from FSU's Davis. "Davis and I are ex
actly the same kind of pitcher," Roberson
said. "He is very good."
See Roberson page 2
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Olympic hopeful Sid Roberson is shown on the mound during a 1991
baseball game.
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Lawsuit
continued from page 1

The university agreed to lift the suspension on
June 9,1989 and required Haywood to undergo psy
chiatric evaluation and follow-up and conform to the
restraining order as conditions for her to continue as a
student.
In a statement to police following the library incident,
less than eight months before his murder, Coleman
indicated Haywood was dangerous and wrote, "Please
help, ignoring Margaret is not the answer."
Starting on Nov. 17,1989, less than three weeks prior
to his death, Coleman repeatedly told both police and
university officials that Haywood had violated of both
the university agreement and the restraining order; that
she was violent, and he expressed concern that Haywood
would harm him, according to suit.
University officials promised Coleman at a Nov. 30,
1989, meeting that they would undertake steps to ensure
hisphysical safety and to protect himagainst Haywood's
violence, the complaint states. These steps were never
undertaken.
Just five days later, Haywood approached Coleman
about 1:25 p.m. as he waited outside Rm. 1319 in Bldg. 10
for a psychology class.
She pulled out a Raven 25 caliber automatic from the
pouch of her UNF sweatshirt and fired at Coleman six
times.
,
He was shot twice in the chest and once in the arm.
He was taken to University Medical Center by
helicoter where he died 10 hours later.
Haywood was sentenced in June 1990 to 15 years in
prison and five years of probation for manslaughter. She
is serving time at the Lawtey Correctional Institution for
Women.
"All of us at UNF feel very badly about the loss of
David Coleman. We do feel confident, however, that
anything that may result from this action being taken
will find that the university and its staff acted responsi
bly in the handling of the matter," Healy was quoted as
saying in a Florida Times Union article.
Attorneys for both sides, as well as President Herbert
and Dr. Healy were unavailable to the Spinnaker xfor
comment.

$ Calendar f
June 4
Opening night for 'Taint Your Wagon"
presented by the Academic-Community
Theatre under the direction of Jim Hoskins.
Other production dates are June
5-14, except June 8 and 9. Call Theatre
Jacksonville at396-4425 for more informa
tion.

June 5
Last day to drop class and receive 25%
refund from a full-term course (except
building and capital-improvement fee)
Last day to apply for graduation

Legislators and students discuss budget
By Paula Rausch

Three Republican Florida legislators addressed a
forum of student government representatives to discuss
ways of preventing further budget cuts that will affect
university students.
Sen. William Bankhead, Dist. 9, and representatives
Stephen Wise, Dist. 14, and Joseph Amall, Dist. 19,
attended the forum along with SGA President Lavon
Banks, Vice PresidentRichardSmith,Director of Student
Lobbying Shawn Salyers and Sen. Sean Nelson.
Dr. Thomas Healy, Senior Council to the President
and Director of Government Relations, attended only
the latter part of the meeting to allow the student repre
sentatives to freely voice their opinions, said Salyers,
who arranged the gathering.
"It was a meeting where the students and the mem
bers of the legislature came together to try to reach
consensus, or at least to exchange ideas," Bankhead
said.
The main thrust of the meeting was summarized
by a question Banks posed to the legislators: "What
can we do to ensure the students at UNF are not taking
the brunt of the cuts?"
There are several issues involved according to the
legislators.
"Should we raise taxes for education? Yes, there's
a point when we should," said Amall who has a
daughter in a state university. "But should we do it to
pacify or should we do it for need? Right now it's
almost offensive to see the kinds of requests going on
for money.
"We're paying for some excesses somewhere and
we've got to figure out where those excesses are."
Another issue, according to Wise, is that constitu
tionally the K-12 system, which estimates show will
increase by 90,000 or more students in the 1992-93
school year, has to admit everybody while post-sec
ondary institutions do not.
"And so the issue is, at what point do we want to
say enough's enough, and how big should a univer
sity get before you say that's enough?" he said.
The other thing, he said, is that Florida universities
are continuing to spend money marketing the institu
tions nationally despite the fact that there are already
See Legislators page 11
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Joseph Amall (I to r), Shawn Salyers, Stephen Wise
and William Bankhead.

Roberson
continued from page 1
The first cut will occur on June 11, prior to the
three-game series with Venezuela. The final 25man roster will be determined on June 14. Team
USA will play exhibition games against Nicaragua,
Japan, Cuba, Korea and Canada between June 15
and July 21 in major and minor-league ballparks,
Millington's USA Stadium and Cuba. Olympic com
petition begins July 26 as USA squares off with
Spain at 1'Hospitalet Stadium in Barcelona.
Roberson helped lead UNF to a 50-13 record
and the NAIA District 25-F Championship. He had
128 strikeouts, averaging more than one strikeout
an inning, and lead the UNF pitching squad with a
1.50 earned run average. Roberson finished the
season with all-4 record. Other honors garnered
include NAIA All-District, All-Area and GTE Aca
demic All-America recognition.

Roving Reporter

How do you fund your
education?
Reporting by Rob Moore
Photos by Omar Rodríguez

I work full time and the
Navy pays three quarters of
my tuition. I cover the other
quarter and my books and
my living expenses.
-Dan Shea
Junior
Psychology

My parents are paying for
my education. I pay books
and I work in Building 1.
-Melissa Fault
Junior
Education

Working, student loans,
and other financial aid like
the Florida Student Assis
tance grant for the next term.
-Wancho Pepaolo
Sophomore
Physical Therapy

I suffered through finan
cial aid this last year. For my
junior year I begged and
pleaded with family and
friends, anybody. Working
summers, working three jobs,
basically scrounging to pay
tuition.
-Paula Jimenez
Senior
Special Education

Financial Aid, Scholar
ships, Mom and work to pay
for my living expenses.
-Lauren Walter
Senior
Communications

Child-read in Miami.
That's where I work.
-Ed Miller
Sophomore
Social Rehabilitation

June 6
CLAST administration

June 17-19
Summer B open registration
June 20
First day of summer at 11:14 p.m.
June 23
Last day of Summer A classes
June 24
Classes for Summer B begin

Julyl
Deadline for submitting applications
for Stafford, SLS and PLUS loans for loan
periodl/6/92-8/6/92and 5/11/92-8/
6/92
August 6
Summer B and full-term classes end

August 24
Fall Term begins
Julyl
"Captain's Choice" foursome play Golf
Tournament at Oak Bridge Country Club.
$26.50 per person. For more information
contact Andrea Watts at 646-2525.
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Building 9 dedicated to education advocate
Schultz has long been associated with Florida guests including Chancellor of the State University
"Education and Fred Schultz's name are synony businesses. He was president of the Jacksonville Cham System of Florida Charles Reed, Mayor Ed Austin,
mous in Florida," Gov. Lawton Chiles said during an ber of Commerce in 1975. Chairman of the Board of Duval County School Superintendent Larry Zenke,
afternoon dedication ceremony of the Education and Florida Wire and Cable (1958-1979) and Chairman of FCCJ President Charles Spence, and UNF President
the Board of Barnett Investment Services Inc. (1973 Adam Herbert.
Human Services Building at UNF, May 22.
Zenke had high words of praise for Schultz and his
Frederick H. Schultz was honored with the dedi 1979). He was the Director of Barnett Banks Inc.,
cation of Bldg. 9 because of his lifelong commitment to Transco Energy Corporation, American Heritage Life work. "A man ahead of his time," is how he described
education and state government in Florida. A Florida Insurance Company, Southeast-Atlantic Corporation, Schultz. Schultz'sCitizensCommitteeofEducationhad
state law, which previously prevented buildings from Riverside Group Inc., and Family Steak Houses of 104 recommendations for improving education in the
state of Florida. In 1973, when the report was released,
being named for individuals still living, was reversed Florida Inc.
Schultz also served in the United States Army Zenke was serving as director of elementary education
to allow Schultz to be honored with a building dedi
(1952-1954) during the Korean War. It was during this in Duval County. Since that time Zenke said he used the
cated in his name.
"It's a tremendous thing in my life and I'm thank time he received a Bronze Star. In 1989 Schultz re recommendations of the report to improve education
when he went to the Orange County, Fla. public school
ful. I'm honored to have my name associated with this ceived an honorary Doctor of Letters from UNF.
Gov. Chiles considers Schultz a champion of edu system and later when he went to Tulsa, Okla.
institution and college," Schultz said. "This is a very
"I used them like blueprints for educational
exciting time for education. I think America is finally cation policy. "He was talking about the state assuminga larger responsibility," said Chiles, "and the need change. They recommended bringing individual de
understanding that."
Fighting back tears, Schultz credited his wife with his for equalization so that kids no matter [what city cision-making down to the public school level," Zenke
success. "Nancy gave me the support and direction in they're from] would be able to be entitled to a quality said.
Zenke credits Schultz with establishing an alli
my life to do anything. She saved me from being a beach education."
Chiles was accompanied by other distinguished ance between the three public institutions in the
bum and the playboy of the Western Hemisphere."
educational community: UNF, FCCJ and
Schultz has led a remarkable and distin
Duval County Schools.
guished career in business, education and
During the ceremony the plaque which
public service. Schultz served as a member of
will
be mounted outside Bldg. 9 was un
the Florida House of Representatives from
veiled. Donna Evans, Dean of the College of
1963 to 1970. He became the Speaker of the
Education and Human Services, presented
Florida House of Representatives from 1968
Schultz with a key to his new office, a key to
to 1970. During this time, Schultz was instru
the building and a UNF parking decal.
mental in drafting the legislation establishing
"Faculty on this campus do not have
UNF. He is the only Floridian to serve on the
parking spaces," said Evans, "but we do
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
have hunting licenses. We are pleased to
System, serving as vice chairman from 1979
present this decal for your car so that you
to 1982. Because of his service to the Federal
may officially hunt for a parking space."
Reserve System, Schultz retains the honorary
In his acceptance remarks, Schultz said,
title of governor.
"When I was growing up my father was a
In 1971, he was appointed by former Gov.
stickler for integrity. He drilled it in me
Reuben Askew as chairman of the Citizens
everyday. One day my mother asked me
Committee on Education. Gov. Schultz was
what I wanted to do. I said I wanted to help
also chairman of the Florida Education Coun
people."
cil and a member of the National Council of
Immediately following the dedication
Educational Research. He was a major con
ceremony, a reception was held in the An
tributor in the development of the Florida
Photo by Omar Rodríguez
drew A. Robinson Student Life Center. A
Institute of Education. He also provided funds Governor Lawton Chiles (right) hands Frederick Schultz a plaque
to establish the Andrew A. Robinson Jr., Emi commemorating Bldg. 9 dedication as Adam Herbert and Jacksonville slide show was presented which depicted
the events and special moments in the life of
nent Scholar chair in Economic Development Mayor Ed Austin look on.
Frederick H. Schultz.
and Educational Policy at UNF.
By Dena Brooks

Senator lectures on economics and education
By Dena Brooks

Senator Bob Graham was the guest
speaker at the Sixth Annual Frederick
H. Schultz Distinguished Lecture on
Economic Development and Educa
tional Policy, May 22 at UNF in the
University Theater.
"Fred had hoped the vice-president
would be here tonight. He [Quayle] is
under instruction to stay home and
watch Johnny Carson's last show," Gra
ham said.
Graham's lecture followed an after
noon dedication ceremony of the UNF
Education and Human Services build
ing in Schultz's name. Schultz was hon
ored for his lifelong commitment to edu
cation and state government.
"I have had the opportunity to be
associated with such quality people...
one of those that had the greatest influ
ence on my own values and sense of
what it meant to be a public official was
Fred Schultz," Graham said. Schultz was
speaker of the Florida House of RepresentativesduringGraham'ssecond term
in the state legislature.
Graham started the evening lecture
with a question for the audience. "What
makes a country strong?"
The answer: Economic strength,
defined by Graham as a primary indica
tor of national power and security. It
also determines a nation's extent of cul
tural influence.
Graham provided an example in
which he compared country A to coun
try B. Fifty years ago, country A avoided
participation in WWII. Country A was
characterized by fertile soil, rich agri
culture, and an abundance of land.
Country B was described by Gra
ham as crowded, with limited natural
resources and forced with a tremen
dous challenge to feed its people.
Fifty years later, one country has
become an economic powerhouse. The
other country has surrendered its eco
nomic promise. "Which is country A
and which is country B?" Graham asked.

After many attempts by the audi
ence to answer the two questions, Gra
ham gave the answers. Country A is
Argentina and Country B is Japan. Coin
cidentally, the only correct answer given
for both questions, was by Catherine
Kelley, daughter of Schultz.
"In the big picture.... A country's
current status is no longer a guarantee
to its future," Graham said.
After WWII, Japan and Argentina
made decisions greatly affecting the
future of their economies. Argentina's
decisions have led the country to pov
erty. Japan, on the other hand, had an
idea of where it wanted to be at the end
of the 20th century. According to Gra
ham, it decided to invest its resources
in the people, according to Graham.
Before WWII , Japan's education
was limited. The economy was isolated
and impoverished. "Japan passed laws
that created fundamental principles
which underliejapan'seducational sys
tem today," Graham said.
Continuing his focus on education,
Graham said the world leader in the
21st century will be the country that
implements the best system for train
ing people to compete in the interna
tional economy.
Three realities which indicate
changes in the world were introduced
by Graham. First, the changing role of
the American family. Schools came
about as an answer to the needs of
children. There were no schoolhouses
150 years ago. According to Graham,
parents felt the need to educate their
children, so they took them away from
laboring in the fields and put them in
classrooms, according to Graham.
By 1995, three out of four school
age children will have both parents or
their single parent in the workforce.
One out of eight will come from a hun
gry household. One out of four home
less people in America are children,
Graham said.
"I want to point out that this speech

was written before Vice President
Quayle offered to adopt Murphy
Brown's child." Graham was referring
to comments made last week by Vice
President Quayle concerning the popu
lar CBS sitcom.
The second reality is the increasing
global natureof theeconomy. "Languages
and culture need to be a part of every
thing the stud ent learns in the classroom,"
Graham said.
The need for lifelong learning was
the third reality proposed by Graham.
He encouraged the audience to continue
learning as much as they can. He offered
an example of how he has spent years
trying to learn the Spanish language.
"We need to stop thinking of educa
tion as something that occurs within a
particular time frame of one's life," Gra
ham said.
When Graham was asked what ad
vice he had for students graduating at the

end of the summer, he offered this: first,
"don't get discouraged," and second, go
through your careers constant retraining.
The skills learned today may not be sufficient5-10yearsfromnow. "See your edu
cation not as an end, but the beginning of
a lifetime."
The Frederick H. Schultz distin
guished lecture series invites guest speak
ers todevelopconnectionsbetween world
economies and American educational
policy.
The annual event is sponsored by the
Florida Institute of Education, the De
partment of Development, and the Col
lege of Education and Human Services.
Previous lecturers include, John Sculley,
chairman, Apple Computer; John
Clendenin, chairman, Bellsouth Corpo
ration; David Kearns, chairman, Xerox
Corporation; Bill Clinton, governor of Ar
kansas; and Paul Volcker, former chair
man, Federal Reserve Board.

Photo by Omar Rodríguez

Frederick Schultz and Adam Herbert applaud Senator's lecture at the Sixth
Annual Frederick H. Schultz Distinguished Lecture, May 22 in the Andrew
Robinson Theatre.
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Survey shows faculty discontent
By Lynn Friday

The results of three
years of Faculty Affairs
Committee
surveys
prompted a recent meet
ing between members of
the committee and the
president of UNE
According to Profes
sor Judith L. Solano,
chairwoman of the Fac
ulty Affairs Committee,
the administration's reac
tion to the survey results
was swift.
"Kenneth Martin re
sponded very quickly
and said we needed to
meet and talk about it,"
she said.
The survey, which has
been conducted annually
for the last four years,
came in response to a recom
mendation by the 1986 UNF
Long Range Planning Commit
tee to ensure good working con
ditions on campus and to main
tain class sizes small enough to
facilitate quality instruction.
In the survey, respondents
were asked questions about class
size, working conditions and

campus atmosphere.
Results of the surveys were
published annually in the Fac
ulty Association minutes, but
were not formally presented to
the administration. In an April
memorandum to President
Adam Herbert and Kenneth E.
Martin, vice president of aca
demic affairs, Solano reported
the results to the
administration.
Respondents
OVER THE PAST YEAR, DO YOU THINK THE
UNIVERSITY HAS STRIVED TO CREATE A MORE
of the survey
POSITIVE AND PROGRESSIVE CLIMATE?
were grouped
according to sta
tus as full-time
teaching faculty,
administrator/
faculty and adjunct/part-time
faculty. Only the
results of the
full-time faculty
group
were
compiled and
presented to the
administration.
According to
the memo, the
survey showed
thatahigherpercentage of fac
ulty members

than in previous years felt
the university's efforts to
maintain class size com
patible with quality edu
cation was "fair" or
"poor." Also, working
conditions were described
as either "fair" or "poor"
by more faculty in 1991
than in previous years.
In response to a ques
tion concerning the
university's working cli
mate, in 1991 a higher per
centage of faculty mem
bers answered that they
believed the university
had "hardly ever" or
"never" made an effort to
create a positive and pro
gressive atmosphere than
in prior years.
The administration re
sponded to the findings of the
survey by calling a meeting May
22 of Herbert, Martin, members
of the Faculty Affairs Commit
tee, and the President and presi
dent-elect of the Faculty Asso
ciation.
According to Solano, mem
bers of the Faculty Affairs Com
mittee were concerned about the
perceptions indicated by the sur
vey results.
"We wereconcemed that fac
ulty morale was not what it
should be," she said. "...We
wanted to work with (the ad
ministration) to see what could
be done."
According to Martin, com
munication is important in situ
ations like this.
"One of the things ... that
helps morale is when people are
talking and understanding and
communicating and issues are
raised in a collegial fashion," he
said. "The key ... is to keep the
lines of communication open so
we get the appropriate faculty
input in terms of the various
decisions that have to be made."
The administration had al
ready begun to take steps to rem
edy the communication prob-

University Police Beat
By Rob Moore

Previous sex offender seen
leaving women's restroom
•George Lawrence Davis, 34,
a black male, with a criminal
record that includes previous sex
offenses, was arrested for prowl
ing May 27. A student reported
to police that he saw a man wear
ing a striped polo shirt and slacks
exiting the women's restroom in
Bldg. 4. The individual was ap
prehended between parking lots
6 and 7 carrying a brown paper
bag containing several used sani
tary napkins, candy bars, and a
Playboy magazine.
According to Police Chief
Martin Garris, the suspect has an
record of 21 arrests which in
clude armed robbery and vari
ous sex offenses. The suspect,
who claimed he was on the cam
pus looking for a job, is not affili
ated with the university.
He wasarrestedby CpI. Mark
Dixon, Lt. John Anderson and
Sgt. Marjorie Mittlemen. He was
booked in Duval County Jail and
remains in custody.
"Camper" stiffs taxi driver
•Thomas Howell Missildine,
38, a white male was arrested for
prowling, loitering and theft of
services on May 9. The police
approached a taxi which was
stoppedon theuncompletedloop

road. The driver stated that his
passenger had gone to the UNF
campgrounds to get money to
pay for his fare. The police ap
prised the driver that there was
no such campground and ar
rested the passenger when he
approached the taxi and stated
he didn't have enough money to
pay the fare. The passenger has
an extensive record that includes
a previous arrest for theft of ser
vices. He was booked in Duval
County Jail and later sent to an
other facility for further evalua
tion. The arresting officers were
Ron Carroll and Sgt. Wayne John
son.
Parents question children's
•
survey
•The Child Development
Center notified police that
parents had reported being
telephoned by a person asking
questions about their children
on May 1. The person claimed to
be taking a survey for the center.
The CDC said there is no
children's survey being taken at
this time.
IN OTHER POLICE NEWS
•A Bosch Hammerdrill was
reported stolen from a construc
tion site May 12. The owner,
Wayne Automatic Fire Sprin
klers Inc., estimated the
hammerdrill at $250.

• A hit-and-run accident was
reported May 12 in parking lot 1.
The1983Volkswagon wasstruck
in the upper right side causing
estimated damage of $1,000.
• A wallet was stolen from an
unlocked room in Bldg. 3 but
later recovered by police. $16.00
and several ID cards were miss
ing.
•Two chalkboards were re
ported broken May 16 in a dug
out at Harmon Stadium along
with a sprinkler head. The dam
age was estimated at $60.
•An abandoned red 1984
Pontiac with a Mass, license plate
was towed. A housing depart
ment check indicated the owner
didn't appear to be a resident but
police have a bad check on file
from the owner.
•Four bad checks were re
ported during May totaling
$1,168.Thecases were turned over
to the State Attorney's Office.
• A 25-year-old white female
was issued a misdemeanor cita
tion for theft of services for alter
ing her parking decal.
• An 18-year-old was arrested
for underage possession of alco
hol. The student, who said he
was a resident of Peru and not a
UNF student, was arrested after
showing the officer his driver's
license.

lem before the survey memo funds, and stressed the school's
came to their attention, Martin need to keep moving forward to
avoid becoming stagnant in ar
said.
I've invited the president of eas such as new buildings and
the United Faculty of Florida and programs saying the university
the president of the Faculty As can't afford to stand still.
Solano said many of her col
sociation to attend meetings with
deans and directors, so when is leagues left the meeting feeling a
sues come up there's a mecha bit frustration.
"My sense of it was that many
nism in place for the presidents
of those associations, explained of us had heard a lot of those
Martin.
things before," she said. "Some
In addition, Martin said he ... we understand and accept, and
began sending out a newsletter some we can't."
"The faculty are just kind of
in January called "Notes" to all
staff and faculty in academic af tired, just kind of worn out hear
ing that we need to tighten our
fairs to keep them informed.
It is especially important in belts a little while longer and
tough budget times to keep things will get better."
"I think we need somebody
people up on the problems and
solutions that may effect them, to sit back and ... take a walk in
our shoes and try to understand
he said.
But according to Solano, the what we're having to contend
administration and faculty may with day in and day out."
Solano said Jviartin plans to
be on different wavelengths.
"I think the position they're hold another meeting later in
taking is that we just don't un the summer to see if the group
derstand the big picture," she can agree on concrete ideas
said. "And part of the problem about changes that can be made
[according to the administration] to make things better in the fu
is we don't get the information." ture.
"If s been a very tough year
This may be true, Solano
said, but thé priorities are differ foreducation... withall the bud
ent. ’So I don't know if there ever get cuts," Martin said.
will be a complete meeting of the
Steps are also being taken
minds on the issue."
to work more closely with SG A,
But the administration has its said Martin, who stresses the
heartin therightplace,sheadded. importance of student input.
"They're veiy sincere, ...they
"In these kinds of times if s
are listening and do want to lis especially important that we do
ten," she said, "but they're not everything we can to make sure
hearing. That's how some of us the working conditions and the
feel."
environment on campus is as
The faculty are not trying to positive as possible," he said.
cause trouble, Solano said. Many "...Thaf s not just with the fac
are charter members and others ulty, but also for the staff and the
have been at the university for a other elementsat the university."
long time and
have no inten
tions of leaving,
but they feel they
In your opinion, which word best describes
need something
the University’s effort over the past year
more from the
to maintain class sizes that are small
administration,
enough to ensure quality instruction?
she added.
"We like it
here and intend
to stay," she said.
"But I guess
we're just look
ing for a little
more support or
empathy
or
something."
In the recent
meeting Solano
said Herbert ad
dressed issues
that included the
current budget
situationandthe
need for more
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Stop, Look, Read
for Scholarships
By Dena Brooks

Help is on the way.
Financial help, that is, in the form of scholarships.
Scholarships are not just for the brain child of today's society.
They are lingering around everywhere, it's just that many people
don't know it.
Getting information on scholarships is easier than gathering
the information needed for most research papers. Students just
need to know where to look.
The first place students can get started is at the Financial Aid
Office, which has a listing of a variety of scholarships available
to students. Information on scholarships such as the Medical
Society Academic Scholarship and the Southeast Banking
Corporation Minority Scholarship, includes criteria for
competing for the scholarship, monetary value and application
deadline.
The Student Government Association also has scholarships
available to students. The Jane Ryan Disabled Student
Scholarship, the Minority Student Scholarship, and the Woman
Student Scholarship are three leadership scholarships available.
Each of the five UNF colleges are also presenting scholarships to
be awarded to one student in each of the colleges. Full-time
students are eligible for $1,000 scholarships for one year. Part
time students are eligible for $500 scholarships for one year.
The scholarships are funded by the interest earned from the
Activity and Service fees. Students are paying for the scholarships
that students use, said SGA President Lavon Banks.
The Bureau of Naval Personnel publishes a scholarship
pamphlet for military families, in which individual scholarship
sponsors are listed. This pamphlet is available in the Financial
Aid Office.
The College Blue Book, which is located in the UNF library,
lists scholarships, fellowships, grants and loans available to
students across the United States. What makes this book so
interesting is, just when the hopes of ever getting a scholarship
are running a little low, this book may just have the unusual
requirement that may help students to qualify. For example, the
Confederate Memorial Scholarships only applies to students
who are descendants of Confederate soldiers. The usual criteria
still exist, such as the GPA, but the unusual requirements might
give the student an extra edge.
Many UNF students have employment outside the university.
Some businesses in Jacksonville offer scholarships to students or
tuition reimbursement. The Cameron and Barkley Company
pays its employees full tuition and book reimbursement,
provided a C or better is earned in the course. Anheuser-Busch
offers $2,000 per semester to the children of its employees,
according to Patsy Sands, employee relations assistant.
The Florida Department of Education is one last suggestion
for scholarship opportunities. It sponsors at least 10 different
scholarships that are listed in the college blue book.
Scholarships are available to anyone who has the desire to
obtain one. Information on some of them are easily accessible
while others are a little harder to find. The key to success is
knowing just where to look. Just do it; Apply for a scholarship
today. There is a world of knowledge out there just waiting to be
absorbed. Why not let that scholarship help to do it?
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Students “interested” in loans
By Cliff Mika

It hasbeen said that nothing
is for sure but death and taxes.
Well, add to that: fees. Parking
fees, identification fees, and
activity and service feesare part
of the ever-growing list of fees
that are paid to the university.
Even student loans have
an eight percent fee. For
example, the fees on a $1,000
dollar loan is $80.
But the Financial Aid
Office would like students to
know that those aren't fees
that they charge. The fees are
taken out before the financial
aid office distributes the
money.
"When the check is cut, we

in the event a student does
not repay the institution it will
still receive repayment for the
loan.
The Florida Department
of Education has assumed this
role as guarantor and has
aggressively
pursued
students who have welched
on their commitments to
repay. Withholding income
tax refunds, garnishing state
employee wagesand denying
lottery payments are some of
the ways the state can collect
money from people who have
not paid.
"Anyway they can get
their money, they will get it,"
said Tolen.

The road to financial aid
By Cliff Mika

There is a place where few
students have gone and where
even fewer know how they got
there.
It is the land of financial
aid. The journey takes as long
as two to three months, will
follow a trail of paper and take
a student to a place where the
language seems foreign.
The first stop on the
highway to financial aid is to
fill out College Scholarship
Service's Financial Aid Form
(FAF). This form can be picked
up at 's Financial Aid office.
The purpose of the FAF is to
enable College Scholarship
Service to determine the
financial need of the student by
guidelines set by the U.S.
government. Need will be
determined from various
factors including information
from 1991 income tax return,
and, if necessary, parent's tax
information. Based on that
need, the student will 1?e
awarded
financial
aid
appropriately.
After mailing the FAF to
College Scholarship Service in
the envelope provided in the
packet, a person can expect to
receive in the mail a Student
Aid Report. The SAR will
contain general information
about the student as well as
financial need.
Upon receipt of the SAR,
the student should immediately
bring it into the Financial Aid
Office. At that point, a
determination can be made by
a financial aid counselor as to
how much aid the student may
receive. Corrections may be
needed-on the SAR that can
delay the process an additional

two to four weeks so ensuring
that the information is correct
the first time will prevent
further detours.
The SAR is most crucial on
the road to financial aid, but it is
no t all. There are other necessaiy
stops along the way in order to
keep from getting lost.
One is a financial aid
application which should be
submitted to the financial aid
office. The application requires
basic information of a student
such as address and social
security number.
In addition, before reaching
the destination of financial aid,
the student must have on file a
financial aid transcript from any
previously attended learning
institution. These institutions
could include technical schools,
community colleges and other
universities. Financial aid
transcripts are required
whether the student has
received financial aid or not.
Allow two to three weeks for
the transcript to arrive but
additional requests should be
made if has not received the
information in a reasonable
amount of time.
•
Also, in order to receive
financial aid, a student must
be accepted into a degree
seeking major. If this has not
been done, it can be
accomplished at the records
and registration office.
After traveling the road and
stopping at all the necessary
stops, some students may have
to go the extra mile. The SAR
which we began the journey
with may require verification.
Federal law requires that the
students
provide
the
information on the SAR prior

to receiving financial aid. The
information requested will
include copies of tax returns
and any other information that
is pertinent to the establishment
of need.
After all has been
accomplished, the Financial Aid
Office will make financial aid
awards. An award letter will be
sent to the student detailing the
different financial aid programs
and the amount which the
student can expect to receive.
Because of the amount of
paperwork that must be done
by the student and the financial
aid office, delays can occur. The
Financial Aid Office makes no
guarantees as to when money
will be given to the student.
How can a student ensure
that the journey is as smooth as
possible and in the shortest
amount of time?
First, a knowledge of the
Federal Financial Aid system will
greatlyeasetheanxietyofdealing
with a complicated bureaucracy.
Speaking the language enables a
student to deal with the Financial
Aid Office.
A pamphlet is available at
the Financial Aid Office from
the U.S. Department of
Education. It is a reference
source that lists various
programs and defines much of
the jargon and acronyms
commonly associated with
financial aid.
Second, be persistent in the
quest for financial aid by
visiting frequently to check on
status and asking questions
when things may seem vague
or ambiguous.
Third, know the people
who are working for students
at the financial aid office.

Keepin' Local Music Alive
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Doug
June

don't see that money," said
Ruvenia Tolen,loan coordinator
at the Financial Aid Office.
So where does the eight
percent fee go?
Five percent goes to the
federal government in what is
called an origination fee. The
purpose of the fee is "to help
reduce the government's cost
of subsidizing [the] loan,"
according to a pamphlet put
out by the U.S. Department of
Education.
The remaining three percent
is deducted out of a student's
loan check by the lending
institution for payment to a
guarantor.
The guarantor ensures that
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Editorial Page
Special session may lead
to more budget cuts
June 1 began the fourth special session of the Florida
Legislature. Its main purpose is to replace the budget
passed during the regular ses sion, which was vetoed
by Gov. Lawton Chiles.
The "Tallahassee Report" 1 rom the President's Of
fice, which was distributed at the last UNF Faculty
Association Meeting, has let UNF faculty know the
importance of this event with budget details and some
startling statistics. This information is of no less impor
tance to UNF students.
The report lists eight different budget proposals.
Best case scenario would restore the State University
System to 1991-92 levels and fund enrollment growth.
Worst case could see a $2.2 million reduction at UNF.
The seriousness of our current education situation
was brought home in a series of statistics pointed out
in the report. Among them:
Florida ranks 50th in the country in the amount
spent per student enrolled in public higher education
institutions. Florida would have to increase its support
by 58% to reach the national average.
Florida ranks 49th in the country in the amount
spent per capita supporting public higher education
institutions. Florida would have to increase its support
by 46% to reach the national average.
Florida ranks 45th in the country in the amount
spent per $1,000 of personal income supporting public
higher education institutions. Florida would have to
increase its support by 44% to reach the national average.
Dismal? You bet. But it can get a lot worse if legisla
tors aren't reminded of the tension further cuts would
place on an already strained university system.
The report stresses the need for UNF faculty to
contact their legislators and let them know how disas
trous the last budget cuts have been to our university.
Students, don't let your voices go unheard. Your
future depends on quality education. And legislators
have your future in their hands.

Letters to the Editor
Thanks to staff for Nature Preserve publicity
Many thanks to your staff for coming out to
the UNFNature Preserve on a weekend day. The
Rangers appreciate the publicity you provided
our beautiful facility, for it highlighted one of
UNF's most priceless resources. In your pub
lished article of April 15th, there were, alas, a few
errors. The lake your reporters visited is known
as Lake Oneida, not Lake Osprey. In addition,
funding for additional raccoon-proof garbage
containers has been provided by Mr. Charles
Bear, director of Physical Facilities. In fact, six of
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these will be in place by the time this letter is
published. Many other enhancements to the
Nature Trails System will see the light of day
within the next few months. We welcome fur
ther inquiries, visitors and volunteers. Again,
thanks for the green ink!

Paula Rausch
Marta Fitzgerald
Cliff Mika
Carolyn Pavela
Sherrie J. Butterfield
Omar Rodríguez
Andy Booth
Sandra Guerrero
Jamie Green
Phil Dignan
Rob Moore, Dena Brooks,
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The Spinnaker welcomes responsible commentary and letters to the editor.
Letters must be signed and include writer's address and telephone number.
Names may be withheld upon request The Spinnaker reserves the right to edit
letters and opinions for clarity, space requirements, libel and taste. Send
submissions to the Spinnaker, University of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff
Road S., Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608, Jacksonville, FL 32216. Telephone (904) 646-2727.

ACROSS
1 Narrow ledge
5 Church leader
9 Circle
segments
13 — code
14 Veil fabric
15 “If I-king”
16 Winterberry
18 Yemen port
19 Arm of the
Pacific
20 Circled
21 Arabian
chieftain
22 Plaintiff
23 Atmo’s cousin
26 Peculiar
27 Damp
28 Recede
31 Cupidity
33 Golf gadget
34 Ashen
35 What line
backers do
39 Repeat
40 Fish eggs
41 Hindu stringed
instrument
42 Summer in
Caen
43 Success
44 Superlative
ending
46 Piggery
47 Kind of dance
49 Dress fussily
51 Farm buildings
53 Appalachian
range
57 Got down
58 Family misfit
59 Not any
60 Leases
61 Jap. case
62 Beer barrels
63 Has debts
64 Caustic
substances
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kitty
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Money a theme for
many comedy releases
By Doug DeBolt

It seems strange, given the
film industry's devotion to the
almighty dollar, that few films
have been made about money.
The few movies on this subject
leave much to be desired.
Starting at the bottom, we
have The Bonfire of the Vanities
(☆ 1/2 out of ☆☆☆☆), the
Brian DePalma film which did
nothing for the careers of Tom
Hanksand MelanieGriffith,and
even less for Bruce Willis.
The plot concerns a Wall
Street tycoon (Hanks) and his
mistress (Griffith) who find
themselves driving in a bad
neighborhood in downtown
New York City. When con
fronted by two thugs, Griffith
does what anyone would do:
she runs one over. However,
sheisdrivingHank'scarandhe
is arrested for the crime. The
rest of the film shows how
Hank's life disintegrates amid
the confusion. Willisisjust there
asanewspaper reporter chroni
cling the events.
How did such a good book
turn into such a poor movie?
The script is leaden, the perfor
mances are wooden and
Griffith's "Southern" accent is
contrived. We feel no sympa
thy for the characters because
they're so one-dimensional. In
fact, by the end of the film the
only emotion a viewer may feel

is contempt for DePalmafor mak
ing this turkey in the first place.
The build-up to this movie
was so big that its fall has been
even bigger. There won't be any
problem finding a copy of this at
the nearby video store.
Next, we have Brewster’s Mil
lions (☆☆), which is actually a
step up from The Bonfire of the
Vanities. Richard Pryor plays an
out-of-luck baseball player who
stumbles into an inheritance of
$300 million. However, to be eli
gible for the full amount he must
spend $30 million in 30 days and
have nothing to show for it.
Though this is pretty much a
mindless comedy, there are some
genuine laughs, and Pryor does
hisbestcomicschtick.John Candy
adds a pretty good performance
as Pryor's best friend.
Other People's Money (☆☆! /
2) is a definite step up from both
of these films, though it's not as
good asit could havebeen. Danny
DeVito plays a corporate raider
nicknamed Larry the Liquidator
who has his sights set on a New
England cable manufacturing
company. He'sruthless, he'scold
and his hormones are raging;
three qualities audiences have
come to love in DeVito.
The movie starts out well
enough, with Devito at his cyni
cal best playing opposite
Penelope Ann Miller, who plays
the lawyer defending the cable

company. However, somewhere
along the line, Other People's
Money loses steam and flattens
out at the end. It's enjoyable, but
you have to wonder how much
betteritcouldhavebeen if DeVito
had been the director.
Finally, Wall Street (☆☆☆
1/2) is the best of all these films.
Oliver Stonedirected this movie,
which seems less anti-establish
ment than his more recent ef
forts. Charlie Sheen stars as a
young stock broker who wants
to work his way to the top. His
idol is Michael Douglas, who
plays a Donald Trump-like cor
porate raider who buys compa
nies and then wrecks them for a
profit. Sheen finds himself hav
ing to send illegal information to
Douglas in order to stay in his
good graces.
Even though Wall Street is
notblatantly anti-establishment,
it still questions the principles of
a country bound by lust and
greed. Despite Platoon, Born on
the Fourth of July, and JFK, Wall
Street is one of Stone's finest ef
forts, anditismoreeasily viewed
than most of his films.
NEW RELEASES
Must See - The Fisher King
(☆☆☆☆)
-JFK (☆☆☆1/2)
Not Bad - The Commitments
(☆☆1/2)
Avoid - Necessary Roughness
W*)

President's
Report
Lavon Banks
SGA President
Before I dive into business, allow me to
thank all of you who supported me and my
ticket during the election. Thanks to Richard
and all of my office staff that never failed to
make me smile, even when I felt like crying.
And, a special thanks to my honey, Ernest, for
sticking with me throughout the entire processand for not leaving me even though I got on his
nerves!
Now, on with business... wheels are turning
in SGA. We are starting new programs, explor
ing old programs and beginning our movement
toward betteringour communication with YOU
as an A & S fee-paying student. Much of my
time so far has been spent in Tallahassee with
the Florida Student Association (FSA) lobbying
our Duval delegation. I am continuing the SGA
"StudentsServingStudents" scholarships which
will award a full-time student $1,000and a part
time student $500. The scholarships consist of
three leadership scholarships and five college
scholarships. For more information, call the

Financial Aid Office (646-2604). There are many
other projects that we are working on that I will
bring to your attention ata later daté. Please keep
your eyes and ears open for upcoming events
and issues.
My final thought is to set the theme for this
year. It is my firm belief that SGA is made up of
over 9,000 students. It is up to you how active a
part you will play. We will make every effort to
create opportunities for you, but YOU must take
advantage of these opportunities. My vice presi
dent, Richard Smith, often says, If you are not in
the "know", then you don't know." It is SGA's
job to inform you as much as possible of the
events, programs and decisions that affect you
as a student. Please, throughout the course of the
year, if you have any questions, concerns or
needs that have not been addressed, do not
hesitate to come to the SGA office. We are located
in the Robinson Center, Bldg. 14, Room 2627.
Our telephone number is 646-2750. Let's all look
forward to a great year!

S S Trivia S S
1. What did the United States pay $7.2 million for in 1867?

2. Where are the most expensive seats at a bullfight located?
3. How much bankroll does each player get to start in Monopoly?
4. What motto did President Harry Truman display on his desk?

5. Who was the first golfer to win $100,000 in a single year?
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The Pooh Sticks
The Great White Wonder
I know, you're
saying "The Pooh
Sticks?" But check
this out. They're
from a different gen
eration. Remember
the hippie years? —
The Pooh Sticks defi
nitely do.
It's an album
filled with songs that
bring back memo
ries of groups from
the Woodstock era.
(OK, so I don't re
member them, but
I've seen them on TV.)
Check out songs like "Desperado" and "When Sunny
Gets Blue." The first thing you're going to think is that this
was not recorded recently, or maybe Bill and Ted picked
them up in their third trip into recent history.
Yo, if you think you were born in the wrong decade, check
it out, ya'll.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers
Blood Sugar Sex Magik

The Red Hots
have come a long
way from when they
used to dance
around on stage
with nothing but
one sock. And if you
have to ask where
they wore the sock
you ain't a Red Hot
Chili Peppers fan.
Blood Sugar Sex
Magik is a funky-ass
album. Pretty much
everyone who has
seen MTV has heard
the song "Under The Bridge" or "Give It Away." But this
album is much more than those two songs. Over an hour of
jammin', hittin' tunes.
"The Power of Equality" is the first song and sets the
listener spinning into the Red Hot world. Check this sucka
out.

Soul II Soul
Volume III Just Right
Soul II Soul.
What can I say, but
my manJazzieB. has
got it goin' on. And
Volume III Just Right
is no exception. This
one follows the
happenin' beats of
the
last
two
perfectly,
but
continues to sound
new and original.
Unlike the first
two albums, Volume
III, contains no
house jams, but has
slowed down considerably. The perfect album to kick when
you chillin' with the woman. Now, don't get me wrong, this
is no lovin' album like Luther Vandross or Barry White, just
a nice relaxin' album (but I'd still make sure I had a jimmy hat
around).
Check out the first single "Joy." That'll give you an
example of what the album sounds like. Other songs to
check out are "Direction," "Future" and "Mood."
All I can say is, this s**t be jammin'. Check it out.
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Campus to get safety escort program
SGAfunds safety andfitness
By Paula Rausch

After swearing in 12 senators to
its ranks, thestudentsenate approved
partial funding of a campus safety
escort program and agreed to footthe
bill for expanded summer hours at
the Osprey Fitness Center.
Senators debated nearly two
hours before approving $7,017 for
equipment to be used in a volunteerstaffed Safe Ride escort program
which has been in the planning stage
since January.
In addition, Dr. Roland Buck, vice
president for student affairs,
proposed that the administration fund
the program's publicity and program
coordinator costs which amount to
roughly $6,000, said David McClellan,
SGA comptroller.
The escort program request came
from the student organizations
Students and Faculty Against Rape
and the Inter-Fraternity Council to
cover the cost of two valet carts and
three portable radios.
The aim of the program is to
make the two carts, which will be
in radio contact with each other
and the police, visible and
available for students to obtain
rides to their cars, said Kelly Otte,
president of S.A.F.A.R. About 250
people, a majority of whom are
IFC members, have volunteered
to staff the man-woman cart
teams.
Several senators were in support
of the program as it was presented.
"I honestly believe, no matter how
much it costs, that if we prevent one
rape on this campus, it's more than
worth the money," McClellan said.
Other senators felt the escort
concept was a good one, but the
program should begin on a smaller

Students get “Safe Ride” to cars

By Marta Fitzgerald
scale.
"Two carts shouldn't be reason
On any given night at UNF, a stu
enough to get everybody so gungdent can be seen making his or her way,
ho about this kind of program.
alone, to a car parked somewhere in a
dimly lit parking lot.
You've got to be dedicated to the
purpose, I feel. If they have that kind
But starting in August there should
of man-hours already pledged, then
be a lot less of it thanks to Students and
why do they need the carts?" said
Faculty Against Rape and the Inter
Sen. Frank Goodin who was in favor
Fraternity Council.
of starting out with a walking escort
The two organizations have devel
service.
oped an escort pro
Numerous
gram called Safe Ride
programs involving
which is designed to
walking volunteers
get students safely to
have been proposed,
believe, matter their cars and cam
Otte said, but they
pus residences.
much
have lacked the
Safe Ride consists
support they needed
of two golf carts, each
to get started and
operated by a oneon
remained running.
man, one-woman
Senators also
team. One cart will be
campus, it's
approved funding
stationed at the cen
two
student
tral courtyard on cam
assistants' salaries
pus. The other will be
which will allow the
driven around cam
fitness center to
pus buildings and
expand its summer
parking lots ready to
operating hours.
take students to their
Students requested
cars or on-campus
the center remain
Comptroller homes.
open throughout the
Each cart will be
day rather than
equipped with radios
closing in mid
accessible to campus
afternoon as the summer schedule
police and the information booth. Stu
dictates, said Sen. Stacy Potts. The
dents will be able to contact either loca
$l,428allocated will allow the center
tion to request assistance from Safe Ride.
to maintain continuous daily hours
The service will be in operation from
and expanded week-end hours.
dusk to 10:30 p.m. and be staffed with
In other action senators voted to
volunteers.
fund:
S.A.F.A.R. Vice President Elizabeth
• purchase of two computers and
Healy says she is appealing to campus
software for SGA at $5,746.
clubs, faculty members, staff and stu
• the purchase of four fiberglass
dents to volunteer their services.
canoes for recreation at $1,100.
"Anyone interested in [donating] a
• the Mailub $297.35 for club
couple of nights a month will be pro
activities.
viding a great service and having fun at

"I

honestly
no
how
it costs,
that if we prevent
one rape
this
more
than worth the
money,"
-David
McClellan
SGA

the same time," Healy said.
S. A.F.A.R. and the IFC have worked
for the last four and a half months to
make Safe Ride a reality.
The catalyst for both S.A.F.A.R. and
the escort program was the on-campus
rape of a student last January.
According to Kelly Otte, president
of the organization, "S.A.F.A.R.'s top
priority was to initiate an escort service
so that people wouldn't have to be
afraid to walk to their cars."
Otte said S.A.F.A.R. members ap
proached several organizations about
Safe Ride, including Student Develop
ment, SGA and the Housing Depart
ment. The plan was met with wide
spread enthusiasm.
"Every single person we went to
was extremely supportive," she said.
David McClellan, SGA comptrol
ler, showed his support for Safe Ride
by discussing with Dr. Roland Buck,
vice president of student affairs, a pro
posal in which SGA and the adminis
tration would split the bulk of the
program's costs.
The proposal made SGA respon
sible for funds to purchase the golf
carts and radios. The administration
would cover the salary of a part-time
program coordinator and miscella
neous printing costs.
"The reaction [from Dr. Buck] was
very positive. It's in everyone's best
interest to support something like this,"
said McClellan.
SGA approved the legislation to
fund its part of the program at their
meeting on May 22.
Dr. Buck plans to submit the pro
posal to the executive staff for approval.
Buck says safety and security are top
priority for the administration.
"I anticipate support for this pro
posal, without question," said Buck.

New Fitness Center Hours
Fitness Center Hours
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. Closed

Aerobics Schedule
Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m. - 1230p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 5:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. None

Think of the six
women closest to you.
Now guess
which one will be
raped this year.
One out of six college women will be sexually assaulted
this year. But you can change the odds of it happening.
Simply by trying to avoid situations that leave you or your
friends vulnerable.
For starters, follow security measures. Don't prop resi
dence hall doors open. Walk with a friend after dark. And
be aware that date rape is a major problem on college
campuses. With many of these rapes involving drinking.
Then share these facts with six of your friends. And
maybe none of them will become another statistic.

For information on services available or to schedule a
presentation please call the Women’s Center at 646-2528.
©1990 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital

Attention Summer
Graduates
It’s time to order your graduation
announcements
Orders are now being accepted for Personalized Graduation
Announcements at the UNF Bookstore. You may order at any
time, but it takes three weeks for delivery, so do NOT delay. A
Jostens representative will be at the Bookstore Tuesday through
Thursday, June 9, 10, &11 between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5
p.m. This is the absolute latest date to order and still receive
announcements prior to graduation. UNF college rings will also
be on sale at this time.
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Committee working to make
parking recommendations
By Liz Flaisig

The light at the end of the tunnel
Honorary Doctorate - Dr. Billy Taylor, International jazz pianist
Distinguished Professor Award - Dr. James Crooks, history
Outstanding Senior Service Award - Aubrey Jewett, Graduating education major
UNF Albert D. Ernest Caring Award - Nadia Prosser, Graduate student in public administration.
Outstanding Advising Award - Arva Leath-Sufi, College of Arts & Sciences
Outstanding Teaching Awards - Dr. Diana L. Adcox, accounting & finance; Dr. Mary Elizabeth
D'Zamko, education; Dr. Mary Loftin Grimes, education; Dr. Christine Rasche, criminal justice; Dr. Susan
Wallace, computer & information science
About 500 students participated in the May 1 graduation ceremony, the largest number ever. Nearly
200 others applied to graduate but skipped the commencement which was held at the Veterans Memorial
Coliseum.
Other scholarships and awards were presented at the 19th Annual Convocation also held May 1.

The pavement isn't the only
thing that's hot at UNF this
summer. While students and
professors go on with classes,
the UNF parking committee
continues to sweat over issues
such as reserved residence
parking, designated loading
zones and uses of the new park
ing garage scheduled for
completion by the fall semes
ter.
The nine-member parking
committee is made up of ad
ministrators, faculty and staff
members, and student repre
sentatives. The committee was
formed and met three times in
April in order to prepare rec
ommendations concerning
UNF's parking situation.
At the most recent meeting

a working plan was established
that contains the following
items for consideration:
• Reserve parking areas for
residential students at the apart
ments and Osprey Hall at des
ignated times;
• Dedicate appropriate
number of spaces as loading
zones;
• Reduction of size of all
parking spaces to industry stan
dards;
• Commit first floor of park
inggarage to designated spaces
that faculty, staff and students
could reserve for an increased
parking fee;
• Use of funds from desig
nated parking fees to improve
safety and security of parking
garage;
• Allotment of spaces for
visitor and guest parking;
• Identified parking spaces
in garage for the five college
deans;
• Designated parking space
in one of the lots for USPS( write
out) employee of the year.
According to Dr. Charles
Galloway, chair of the commit
tee, a recommendation goes di
rectly to the president after ap
proval by the committee.
In this case, Galloway said
that Curtis Bullock, vice-presi
dent of administration and
planning, was consulted be
cause of his experience with the
situation at hand. The commit
tee has received Bullock's com
ments and plans to have a final
meeting before sending the for
mal recommendations to Presi
dent Herbert.
Galloway is quick to point
out that the suggestions and
recommendations made at the
meeting are far from set in stone.
"No formal recommenda
tion has been made yet, in fact
we are not even in a position
right now to take this to the
president. All we have at this
time is a working plan," he said.
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News Briefs
Board of Regents
student positions
available
The Florida Board of Re
gents is accepting applications
from students who wish to be
considered for forthcoming
positions on the Board, the
Postsecondary Education Plan
ning Commission and the State
Board of Community Colleges.
The Board of Regents is re
sponsible for planning the fu
ture needs of the state univer
sities. The Postsecondary Edu
cation Planning Commission
serves as an advisory body to
the State Board of Education
on all matters relating to post
secondary education. The State
Board of Community Colleges
oversees and coordinates the
individually-governed, public
community colleges.
Deadline for applications is
July 1,1992. For qualifications
and further information call
(904) 488-1234.

Gallery to show
Cesery works
An exhibition of oil paint
ings, pastel drawings and litho
graphs by Jacksonville artist
Barbara Cesery is currently on
display at the UNF Gallery. The
exhibit will run through June
11. The Gallery, in Bldg. 2, is
open Monday-Thursday from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. For further
information call 646-2534.

Women’s self
defense course to be
offered
The Women's Center will
be offering "Women in a De
fensive Stance," a four-week,
self-defense course beginning
Wednesday, June 10 and meet
ing the following three Tues
day nights through July 1 from
7:30 to 9:15 p.m. in the UNF
Fitness Center's aerobic class
room.
Jennifer Hammock, a first
degree black belt and martial
arts expert, will instruct the
classes. Hammock's course is
rape-specific and teaches
women to fight off attackers
using psychological and physi
cal means. Students need no

prior experience in the martial
arts to participate.
The workshop will cost $25.
For reservations and informa
tion call 646-2528.

FREE science camp
for kids at UNF
The UNF College of Ed ucation and Human Services will
sponsor a Summer Science and
Technology Camp for elemen
tary students who will be en
tering the fifth and sixth
grades. The one-week camp
will be offered both July 13-17
and July 20-24, from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. Students will par
ticipate in laboratory and field
activities emphasizing fresh
water, salt-marsh and beach
environments. The camp is
free and application deadline
is June 15. For further infor
mation contact Dr. Lehman
Barnes or Madeline Fernald at
646-2578.

UNF to host
American music
summer day camp
An American Music Sum
mer Day Camp will be offered
for students 14 years through
high-school age from July 6
17,9 a .m. to 4 p.m., at UNF. The
cost of the camp is $50 for two
weeks.
A $19,000state grant, which
was awarded to the UNF mu
sic department, made the pro
gram possible.
Entrance and scholarship
auditions will be held June 6 at
UNF. For further information
contact the UNF music depart
ment at 646-2960.

Multicultural music
education program
offered '

For reservations and infor
room instruction.
The cost of the seminar is mation call 396-4425 or 632
$60 which includes the cost of 3373.
the closing luncheon. For fur
ther information call 646-2960.
Scholarships

Haney leaves
Jacksonville campus
ministry
Dr. Jack Haney completed
his contract as interim campus
minister on May 31. Haney left
his position as campus minis
ter from UNF and JU after three
and a half years of dedicated
service. Succeeding him will
be Dr. John Betlyon who has
over 20 years of experience in
cluding nine in campus minis
try.

Adjunct Spanish
professor’s poems
published
Señora Mireya Urquidi
Koopman, adjunct professor of
Spanish, was a semi-finalist in
the World's Largest Poem for
Peace for her composition
"Peace." Her poem was pub
lished by the National Library
of Congress in the work en
titled "In a Different Light
1992."
Ten of Koopman's other
poems were published in
"Antologia Poetica 2." This
book can be purchased in the
UNF Bookstore.

Adjunct Professor
directing play

Hotlines
Narcotics Anonymous
723-5683

AIDS Hotline (National)
1-800-342-2437

AIDS (Jacksonville)
632-0633

Alcoholics Anonymous
399-8535

Alcohol Abuse Helpline
1-800-888-9383

Rape Crisis
549-7273

First Call Information
and Help Line
632-0600

The Theodore R. and Vivian
M. Johnson Scholarship Pro
gram offers scholarships of up
to $2,000 per academic year to
degree-seeking, undergraduate
students with disabilities who
have been admitted to UNF.
For further information contact
Terrie Donaldson at 646-2766
or 646-2769 (TDD).

Department of
Energy fellowships
available
Recent recipients of doctoral
degrees in physical or computer
sciences and engineering are
eligible for the U.S. Department
of Energy's Distinguished
Postdoctoral Research Pro
gram.
Each fellowship is served for
one year and is renewable for
up to two additional years.
Deadline for applications is
Aug. 1,1992. For further infor
mation call (615)576-9934.

Writers competition
announced
Playboy Magazine is hold
ing its annual fiction-writing
contest open to all undergradu
ate and graduate college stu
dents. Entries for the 1993 con
test will be accepted after Sep
tember 1, 1992 with an entry
deadline of January 1,1993. For
further information contact
Mark Healy at (212) 688-3030.

Jim Hoskins, adjunct pro
fessor of communications, will
direct and choreograph "Paint
Your Wagon." The musical,
which will be held at Theatre
Jacksonville's San Marco loca
tion, is being presented by the
7th Annual
Academic Community The
screenwriters
ater, which includes students
competition
and faculty from UNF, JU and
the Douglas Anderson School
Entries are now being ac
of the Arts.
cepted for screenplays written

UNF will host a seminar on
multicultural music education
for elementary music, class
room and private music teach
ers July 13-16 in the student life
center, Bldg.14.
The seminar will present
multicultural teaching philoso
phies, strategies and planning
techniques through which eth
nic music may be integrated
into the regular routine of class-

Suicide Prevention
1 800 333-4444

available for disabled
students

Pine Barrens Apts
642-8927
• Furnished studios
• Attic storage
All one bedroom units have utility room w/
washer/dryer hookups
3 Miles from UNF
Brings in this ad for $ 15 off monthly rent for a 12
month lease.
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Weekends by appointment__________

by Florida residents. Winners
will receive a $500 cash prize
and the opportunity to have
their scripts submitted to pro
fessional filmmakers. Post
marked deadline is June
30,1992. For an entry form and
further information write to
Florida Screen Writers' Com
petition, School of Communi
cation, P.O. Box 25000, Or
lando, Florida, 32816-1344.

Youth hostels
provide cheap
accommodations
If you're trying to find a
way to afford a summer vaca
tion, consider staying in dor
mitory-style youth hostels. For
information on membership
and hostel locations in the U.S.
and abroad call (202) 783-6161.

249-4970

100 First Street •Neptune Beach

JL he newest and hottest
edition to the Beaches
entertainment scene, Ruby
Beach Cafe, offers a Key
West atmosphere with great
food!

Breakfast Sat. & Sun.:
8:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.
Lunch Mon. - Sun.:
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dinner Sun. - Thurs.:
5.00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Dinner Sat & Sun.:
5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
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Classified
Ads
Help Wanted
WANTED: Assistant Direc
tor for the Student Volunteer
Center. Paid position, 20
hours per week for 40 weeks
starting July 1st. Applications
available in student govern
ment office.

. *EXTRA INCOME "92"*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mail
ingtravelbrochures. For infor
mation send a stamped ad
dressed envelope to : Galaxy
Travel, Inc. P.O.. Box 13106,
Silver Springs , MD. 20911
3106.
ALASKA SUMMER EM
PLOYMENT- fisheries. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free trans
portation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No ex
perience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment pro
gram call Student Employ
ment Services at 1-206-545
4155 ext. 2020.
* GRANT FINDERS * Grants
and scholarships available for
college. For more information,
call (904) 928-0072 or write:
GRANT FINDERS, P.O. Box
11072, Jax. FL 32239-1072.

GUARANTEED SCHOL
ARSHIP MONEY. Every stu
dent enrolling in our program
is guaranteed to receive a
minimum of $1700 in private
scholarship money. The Na
tional Scholarship Founda
tion. Call now for details! 353
9002.

Room for Rent
ROOMMATE WANTED
Riverside/Avondale, 2 story
w/ fire place & a/c, w/d.
Share w/ easy-going profes
sional. offering a non-smok
ing female, private suite w/
french doors. $300+1/2 utils.

For Sale
Brand-new Beach Cruiser
for sale. Never used. $100. call
Andy 645-3301 For Quick
sale: 12 speed Shogun400 rac
ing bike. Alloy frame &
wheels w/ Shimano set.
needs some work, best offer,
call Jamie 646-0837.

Drug use could endangerfederal loans
(CPS) - Smoking dope could
cost college students in more
ways than one. Under a new
government policy, they could
be barred from receiving feder
ally-financed loans and grants if
convicted of drug possession or
trafficking.
The Denial of Federal Ben
efits Program, currently being
publicized on U.S. college cam
puses, gives judges the discre
tion of putting student drug us
ers or traffickers on a debarment
list that excludes them from re
ceiving more than 450 benefits,
including loans or grants from
the federal government.
"What we're hoping to do...
is discourage drug use," said
Polly Williams, a spokeswoman
for the Department of Justice.
"We're hoping it will act as a
deterrent."
However, some student ad
vocates argue that the program

serves no purpose by denying
drug users an education. They
also criticized the effort as Presi
dent Bush's attempt to present a
tough, anti-drug image without
doinganythingsubstantialabout
the problem of chemical depen
dency.
"It is the ultimate contradic
tion to deny people who need
rehabilitation,funding for their
education," said Eric Coppolino,
editor of the State University of
New York Student Leader, an
activist student news service.
'Tor one thing, it simply allows
rich kids to take all the drugs
they want.
"How many people wreck
cars and kill people when they
smoke pot? There are three to
five drunken-driving deaths a
day. Liquor is legal. Pot isn't. It is
ridiculous."
The United States Student
Association in Washington has

continued from page 2
40,000 more applicants than slots available in the schools.
The special legislative session set for June 1 doesn'toffer much
hope for those concerned about funding for higher education.
"I think you're going to see some fairly conservative moves in
the funding of education," Bankhead said.
If there's no budget adopted by June 30, the end of the state's
fiscal year, Arnall said, "We use last year's budget which would
mean about a $2 billion decrease."
But the legislators did offer suggestions about what students
and their representatives could do:
•Make a list of what the university spends its money on and
have students prioritize it.
• Audit the time actually spent by faculty in the classroom.
•Write individual, professional letters to state representa
tives.
• Arnall indicated that photocopied letters are of little value, if
any.
•Obtain resolutions from all the state university student gov
ernments stating what students would be willing to give up.
•Collect signatures on petitions clearly stating what students
want and what they've given up.
• Vote people into office that reflect your views on education.
It was also suggested that student representatives meet with
Tom Petway, the Board of Regents member who represents UNF.
"He needs to be able to hear you," Wise said.
The UNF administration realizes that they need to hear what
the students are saying. Communication is the key, said Healy,
who acknowledged that communication hasn't al ways been what
it should be.
In an effort to change that, student representatives will meet
with administration officials in mid-July to discuss student con
cerns.
"The student body needs to push for their student govern
ment to make sure their needs are being met at all times. They
need to utilize the tool they have in student government to do
this," Salyers said.

SAVE
50
ON FILM DEVELOPING
WHILE YOU SHOP!

One-Hour Service • In The Mall
Each Picture Is The Best It Can Be
Or We Reprint It Free...Now!
Offer applies to regular one-hour prices. No limit on number of rolls
discounted with this coupon. 4x6 color prints (print length varies with
film size). Offer applies to first set of prints only. C41 in lab process.
Cannot be combined with other film developing offers.
Coupon good through August 15. code:11010303

CPI photo
finish
one hour photo
One Hour Services:
film developing • enlargements
reprints • double prints

Also Available:
wallet photos • film
instant color passport photos
video transfer • copies from prints
albums, frames and accessories

The Avenues
lower level - inside main entrance

lobbied against the program, said
Selena Dong, legislative director.
"We're on a slippery slope,"
said Dong, who noted that an
anti-druguse waiver now accompaniesall Pell Grant applications.
"What's next? You'll be de
nied benefits if you engage in
premarital sex?" she asked.
The program was part of the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.
After Bush gave the department
the go-ahead in 1990, the Justice
Department established guide
lines and informed state courts
about the program. With a sys
tem in place, the Justice Depart
ment has launched a national
awareness campaign.
In fact, the government has
hired a New York public rela
tions firm to target campuses
throughout the nation, said
Brenda Burrows, an account man
ager for Saatchi & Saatchi.
"We'll use direct mail and
publicity. We'll be working with
the schools, also on TV and radio
to let everybody know about it."
she said.
Among the federal benefits
that could be jeopardized by a
drug conviction are student loans
and grants, federal aircraft and
maritime licenses, the right to
prescribe medicine or contract
with the federal government. Ben
efits such as Social Security, re
tirement and for long-term drug
treatment are exempt.
"Most drug offenders never
serve prison terms and simple
probation or fines are not suffi
cient as punishment," said Assis
tant Attorney General Jimmy
Gurule when the program was
announced.
"We're convinced the drug
user is an important link in the
nation's drug problem. All users
must be held accountable for their
actions if the problem is to be
eradicated," Gerule added. "This
program is part of the
administration's national drug
control strategy, which is de
signed to attack the nation's drug
problem on multiple fronts, in a
comprehensive manner."
Williams said the names of
people who were convicted of
felonies such as rape or robbery
probably could be added to the
debarment list, but she didn't
think it was a common practice.
The denial of federal benefits is
aimed primarily at first-time of-

fenders in lieu of prison terms,
she said.
During the 1989-90 school
year, 4.8 million under gradu
ates, or 29.2 percent were receiv
ing financial aid, according to
the most recent survey by the
National Center for Education
Statistics.
Because this is nearly one in
every three undergraduates, the
initiative isexpected tohavegreat
impact on U.S. campuses.
Dong said the program
"smacks of unfairness."
"It is unfair to low-income
people and hurting people who
need financial aid," Dong said.
"Education is the lifeblood of
people's futures."
The program allows for the
denial of benefits for drug users
for one to 10 years. Drug traffick
ers' benefits could be suspended
for up to five years for the first
offense, 10 years for a second
offense and permanently for a
third conviction.
.
At the same time, the U.S.
Department of Health and Hu
man Services announced that
drug use among high school se
niors showed a significant de
crease from 1990 to 1991, when
use of illicit drugs dropped from
33 percent to 29 percent.
Gene Guerrero, an attorney
with the American Civil Liber
ties Union in Washington, said
the program was inappropriate
because drug use among young
people is at record low levels.
"In our review, the reason
for the decline has had nothing
to do with penalties, but with
public education efforts about
keeping fit, being healthy. This
opinion is shared by experts in
the drug-abuse field," he said.
Guerrero blasted the federal
government for what he calls a
double standard in that alcohol,
the No. 1 health problem on U.S.
campuses, is being ignored by
the initiative for other drugs.
"Alcohol abuse is the most
serious problem. It's a glaring
omission. It makes no sense. If
you care about the welfare of
young people, look at the alco
hol problem," he said.
"Bush is trying to force his
morality on people," Coppolino
said. "Join the U.S. Army if you
really want to go to a drugfest.
I've heard the Navy isn't bad
either."

Track team runs 29th in Nationals
overall team totals.
improvement
UNF finished 29 out of 56
While the 1992
made by this
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Tennis teams place in nationals
By Rob Moore

UNF tennis finished the 1992
season with the women placing
4th and the men 6th at the NAI A
National Championships.
The men, led by seniorsStefan
Cambal and Art Melendez.
Cambal, finished the regular
season at 18-8 and won the Dis
trict 25-F tournament, held at
Flagler College, to advance to the
championship at Kansas Gty,Mo.
Cambal, named first-team
NAIA All-American for the third
straight year, lost a tough match
in the fourth round to BYUHawaii's Sridhbar Bhabhlia 6-3,
4-6,6-4.
Melendez, named first-team
NAIA All-American for the sec
ond straight year, advanced to
the quarterfinals (sixth round)
where he lost to AuburnMontgomery's Vaughn Snyman
6-3,6-2.
In doubles play, Melendez
and Cambal advanced to the
quarterfinals where they lost a
heartbreaker to Snyman and
Seaka Kumara Of Auburn-Mont

gomery. The match, which in Ansio and Chantal Wilkens 4-6,
cluded two tie-breakers, ended 6-2,6-1.
In singles play, second-team
7-6,6-7,64.
The final NAIA rankings for NAIA All-American Laura
men's tennis ranked Melendez Speicher and Bonilla advanced
13th, Cambal 18th, and junior to the fourth round before being
Ola Wallander 42nd. Melendez eliminated.
Tabor moved two rounds
and Cambal finished seventh in
the doubles rankings. Wallander further before losing to eventual
was named team MVP and se champion Helena Dahlstrom of
nior Kris Gouin was named most Flagler, 6-2,6-0.
Coach Jenks expects Tabor,
improved player. Coach Charley
Jenks was named District 25-F Bonilla, and Speicher to move up
from their performances in the
Men's Coach of the Year.
The ladies, lead by sopho championships. Freshman
more Leigh Ann Tabor and jun Heather Hyme was nominated
ior Marie Bonilla, finished the for Freshman of the Year and
regular season 19-10and finished was named second-team NAIA
second in the District 25-F tour All-American in doubles. Tabor
was voted the team MVP and
nament at Flagler.
The lady Ospreys finished senior Maria Carlsson was
fourth in the NAIA National named most improved player.
Sophomore Leigh Ann Ta
Championship at Overland Park,
bor was pleased with this year's
Kan.
Tabor and Bonilla were success, "I think we did real well
named first-team NAIA All as a team. Last year we tied for
Americans and advanced to the third, but we actually got more
quarterfinals in doubles where points at the tournament this
they fell to the eventual champi year. I think it says a lot for our
ons, BYU-Hawaii's Sasrianna freshman."

Ospreys earn honorable mention in
“The Top 25 College Nicknames” voting
By Phil Dignan

In one of the biggest upsets in collegiate com
petition, the UNF mascot, the Osprey, was
shunned from the Top 25 in the National Direc
tory of College Athletics' "Top 25 College Nick
names" contest, held sometime in the not-sodistant past.
The panelists came from organizations such
as the NCAA and NAIA, and from publications
such as Sports Illustrated and USA Today. The
Ospreys garnered only 35 votes from the panel
members, 20 off the pace of the Converse All
Stars (the school, not the shoe) and the Sangamon
State Prairie Stars.
The All-Stars and the Prairie Stars tied for
24th place.
The California-Santa Cruz Banana Slugs took

first place honors, followed by the Oglethorpe
Stormy Petrels and the Wonderboys of Arkansas
Tech. The Ospreys dominated competition at the
Florida level, as the Gators, Seminoles, Dolphins,
Hatters, Hurricanes and Knights received not a
single vote. The Ospreys were the only Florida
based school mascot to receive attention from the
panel members.
The voting results were sent to the UNF sports
department in a press release which just happened
to mention that the 25th edition of the National
Directory of College Athletics was going on sale in
August. The Spinnaker staff will not purchase a copy
of the directory as a form of protest to the inaccurate
voting of the panel members. The staff feels that the
Illinois College Blue Boys and Bismark State Mys
tics should not of been voted ahead of the Ospreys.

Sport Shorts
Top-Ranked
Ospreys Stunned at
NAIA Area V
Tournament
UNF's road to outright na
tional dominance came to an
abrupt end on May 15 as the
No.l-ranked Ospreysdropped
two games and were elimi
nated fromNAIA tournament
competitionat the Area V tour
nament held May 13-16 at
Cumberland, Tenn.
UNF entered the winner'sbracket game with Brewton
Parker following wins against
William Carey 8-0 and
Cumberland 10-8.
The win over Cumberland,
an 11-inning struggle, elimi
nated the host team and high
est-ranked opponent the
Ospreys faced in area compe
tition. Cumberland was ranked
No. 5 in the nation prior to the
tournament.
Doom prevailed as
Brewton Parker, champions of
the Georgia-based District 25
G Tournament, overpowered
Mike Windham's pitching en
route to a 9-2 victory over UNF,
giving Windham its only de
feat of the season. AuburnMontgomery defeated UNF in
the following game 8-0. Au-

burn-Montgomery won the
tournament and represented the
NAIA Area V Region in the
NAIA World Series held May
22-28 in Des Moines, Iowa.
The Ospreys, the 1992 Dis
trict 25-F Champions, ended the
season with a 50-13 record.

Lady Ospreys
Complete First
Season of
Competition at 33-10
Despite the quick elimina
tion from NAIA tournament
competition, the UNF women's
softball team enjoyed a success
ful first year, finishing with a 33
10 record, the majority of victo
ries coming against NCAA com
petition.
The season was highlighted
by Cheri Nelson's 1.67 ERA and
Suzi Ponder's .472 batting aver
age. Ponder earned District 25-F
Player of the Year and NAIA
All-American honors (first
team). The Lady Ospreys landed
seven players on the All-District
team.
UNF used a .346 team bat
ting average and 2.85 ERA to
earn a place in the Tri-District
Tournament held in Mobile, Ala.
UNF went 22-5 against NCAA
Division II teamsand 6-1 against

Division I teams.

UNF To Defend
National Title in NAIA
National
Championship, June
2-5
By dominating the NAIA
District 25-F Championship,
UNF earned the right to defend
last year's No. 1 finish in the 1992
NAIA National Championship,
June 2-5 at Zollner Golf Course
in Angola, Ind.
Five Osprey golfers finished
in the top 10 enroute to winning
the team's fourth consecutive
district championship. UNF's
Jamie Buijis was tournament
medalist at 70-72-68-208, fol
lowed by Lynn University's
Henrik Nystrom, who finished
with a 214.
UNF claimed the next three
places, with Steven Goldberg at
215, Steve Carterat 215, and Lars
Hagglund at 219.
UNF Golf Coach John Brooks
viewed the districts as a good
tune-up for the national tourna
ment.
"We played well at districts,"
Brooks said. "Our goal is to go
into nationals with momentum
and continue playing well. We've
done well against thebetter teams
who will be at the national tour
nament."
Tri-State University will host
this year's tournament.

A View From the
Bleachers
By Phil Dignan, Sports Editor
With the end of the 1991
92 spring sports season
reaching its end, I decided
to inquire within the UNF
population about favorite
and worst sport films, ever.
For those that were not
surveyed and feel left out,
my apologies. Feel free to
call the Spinnaker (646
2727) and leave your input.
The sports department
would love to hear other
opinions.
The survey consisted of
51 students, faculty and staff.
The number of those ap
proached was slightly
higher, but some
declined simply
because they were
not sport-movie
fans. I forgive
them. Females
were surveyed,
but none left their
names on the sur
vey
requests.
Now on with the
survey.
The
movie
with the highest
score in the worst
category is Rocky V.
This was a predictable
trend: all five Rocky movies
made the survey, with the
early movies receiving fa
vorable support and the later
sequels getting tallies in the
worst movie column.
An anonymous response
cited the reason "too many
Rocky movies" as reason for
Rocky V being the worst.
Rocky III represents the tran
sition from good to bad.
Chris Ritchie describes
the second sequel as his fa
vorite. "It showed the gritty,
human side of combat, man
against man with god-given
tools."
Brad Lindsey chose Rocky
/Hashis worst: "It's not real
istic; if you get beat up that
much, do you think you'd
get up and ask for more?"
Speaking of unrealistic,
Field of Dreams took 2nd
place in the worst movie cat
egory.
Another
unnamed
source referred to the mys
tic tale as: "an artificial por
trayal of baseball's past and
that having images appear
ing out of nowhere was a
cheap way to make a movie.
It sucked."
Rocky V had seven re
sponses, Field of Dreams had
six, and Bloodsport and The
Fish That Saved Pittsburgh
tied for third with four.
While Field of Dreams
scored highly in a negative
sense, it also received the
most votes in the best movie
category. The story, based
on the novel Shoeless Joe by
W.P. Kinsella, garnered nine
votes.
Those voting Field of

Dreams provided an array
of responses. Some referred
to the film as an inspira
tional, make you feel good
movie, others felt that the
essence of the game of base
ball was expressed.
Two other baseball
films, The Natural and Ma
jor League, tied for 2nd place
for different reasons.
The Natural takes a seri
ous approach to the game,
Major League shows the hu
morous side of owner
player relationships. The
first is realistic and inspira
tional according to those
surveyed, the
second is a suc
cessful comedy.
Brian
Turner picked
Major Leaguebecause it is "a
great comedy,
has good action
and I like Bob
Fucker's charac
ter." Ed Davies
choose the film
for its unrealis
tic nature. "Hike
the Indians."
While most of the recent
sport-related movies made
the list, some older films (i.e.
Brian's Song, Bang the Drum
Slowly, Pride of the Yankees)
didn't make entrance into
the survey. However, some
surprises did.
Steve Cavanaugh chose
Saturday Night Fever as his
worst. "It has disco." The
Abyss was chosen as a best
for its scuba diving scenes,
North Shore as a worst for its
indoor surfing footage, and
a foreign soccer documen
tary about the Brazilian soc
cer great Garrincha Alegria
Do Povo, titled Botafogo,
made the best list, compli
ments of Marinke Souza, an
international student from
Rio de Janeiro and soccer
player for UNF.
Many of the latest re
leases received neither a
best or worst selection.
Omar Rodríguez of the col
umn "Andy and Omar"
gave recognition to a recent
and a soon-to-be released
and demanded entry into
this survey. Without even
seeing the film, so reflected
in many of his reviews,
Omar picked A League of
Their Own as his favorite
because of having "the No.
1 of the top 10 hottest babes,
Madonna Veronica Louise
Ciccone" (as selected on
"Wayne's World). He
picked The Ba be as his worst.
"The title was misleading.
Here I was expecting to see
another Madonna movie
and they hit me with John
Goodman."
Have a great summer,
see you next fall.

